ANNUAL DORMITORY SMOKER WILL HAVE BIG VAUDEVILLE BILL

"Daily," Who Danced With "Oliver" At All-Technology Smoker, To Entertain

IS FREE TO DORM MEN

Will Be Held in Hall of Carr Front at 7:30 P.M.

Many YMCA Gentlemen

Dormitory men will forget their studies for at least part of tomorrow night when the Carr Partner Company for the annual dormitory smoker. Members of the class in science will have an opportunity to make friends with the boys of other fields who do not have the same privileges as the regular members of the clubs. This is the first opportunity that the fraternity has had to invite representatives of the biggest dorms.

Extra Duke of Tech Is Bold Special Spring Offer

Movings in the campus announce that there is a new dormitory smoker to be held Wednesday night in the Armory. This smoker will be held every Sunday afternoon and will have a great variety of talent on the bill. The smoker will be held at 3 p.m. and will continue until 9:30 p.m. The ticket price is $0.25 and will be sold at the door.

M. T. WILL HAVE BOOTH AT EXHIBITION

A. I. E. E. ARRANGES ENGINEERING TALKS

Debating Society Gets Under Way At Fi St Meeting

Prize plans for the musical clubs' spring concert will be announced at the next meeting of the Debating Society. The meeting will be held in the Armory at 3:00 p.m. on Wednesday, October 26. The society will be organized by a special committee and will consist of one representative from each dormitory. The first meeting will be held on October 12 and will be held every Wednesday at 3:00 p.m.

Send Out Winter Schedule to All Alumni in Boston

Team Captains Must Submit Schedules to M. T. I. A.

PARENTS OF LOWER CLASSMEN WARNED OF STRICT FIELD DAY RULES BY PRESIDENT STRATTON

Any parading off grounds will be merly Speedy expulsion

President Stratton Gives Full Support to Institute Committee

IN NO GAS ON FIELD DAY

Letters have been sent to the parents and guardians of every mem-

ber of the Class of 1933 by President Stratton. Students who have been charged with various offenses will be required to present themselves at the Institute grounds and will be searched by the police. Those who have been found guilty of any offense will be suspended from the Institute grounds.

Debate over Field Day was held by the student government, working in conjunction with representatives from the Parent and Alumni Association. Among their recommendations for the conduct of future Field Days was that the student body be requested to support this decision by giving due recognition to the Institute in the future.

The Institute authorities have been asked to issue a statement on this subject, and it is expected that this will be issued shortly.

TOMORROW LAST DAY FOR MEDICAL EXAMS

125 Freshmen, Many Transfers Are Still Delinquent

"Appointments for medical examinations will close Thursday. All freshmen or transfers still delinquent will be forbidden to enter," was the warning sent out by Dr. Leo T. W. Curran, Assistant Director of the Medical Department, as the final hour drew near.

President Stratton has decided that appointments will be made Thursday. Those who have been found guilty of any offense will be suspended from the Institute grounds.

ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE LUNCH WALKER

Because of the wastefulness of the food, the large food-spreader from the roof of Walter Dining Hall was removed. A new arrangement of the food-spreader was made, and it is expected that this will be more satisfactory. The food will be spread in the same manner as before, but the men will not have to make a good job of it.

MUSICAL CLUBS CALL FOR SPECIALTY ACTS

Private for the Musical Clubs' Specialty Contest will be held at 8:45 p.m. in room 406. Plans devised, hands detail given by the respective clubs will be announced at the meeting on Friday. The contest will be held on October 15, and the winner will be announced at the meeting on October 19.

CALANDER

Wednesday, October 26

-3:00-4:00, President Stratton to Saturday, October 29

-1:00-2:00, Presentation of the 1927 class to the Chairman of the Board of Directors at the Institute grounds.

-2:00-3:00, Closed meeting of the Institute Committee on Student Council.

-4:00-5:00, Closed meeting of the Institute Committee on Student Council.

-5:00-6:00, Closed meeting of the Institute Committee on Student Council.

-6:00-7:00, Closed meeting of the Institute Committee on Student Council.

-7:00-8:00, Closed meeting of the Institute Committee on Student Council.

-8:00-9:00, Closed meeting of the Institute Committee on Student Council.
ONE of the biggest accomplishments which the present group of undergraduates could make for Technology would be the institution of the "hello habit" at the Institute. This may seem to be an ungrounded statement, but we feel that even the very essence of a friendly spirit which has attended the affairs of Technology in the past could be broken down.

Numerous discussions of both a verbal and written nature have been put forward in past volumes to encourage the "hello habit", but still there is something very much lacking in our undergraduate contact which we believe the "hello" would completely cure in sufficient doses. At the present time the fault for the lack of success of this "hello" is placed either on the upperclassmen or upon the undergraduates—both are to blame. The other evening we were walking from Memorial Auditorium toward the Library ahead of a freshman. This freshman spoke to every one of the eight men encountered in that short distance and not one of those whom he addressed so much as even nod their heads.

It is a fact that many of the upperclassmen are too much in a "fog" to even come out of it and say "Hello"—they are the old habitues. So it would be useless to even try to impress this freshman with the "hello habit" of which we know little. We have not occurred over this rule, but still there is something very much lacking in our undergraduate contact which we believe the "hello habit" would completely cure in sufficient doses.

Thus we are merely trying to show that an ungrounded statement, but we feel that even the very essence of a friendly spirit which has attended the affairs of Technology in the past could be broken down.

AIDA
To the reverie Technology once Grand Opera is not a habit, and even here, in something to do last night it was being done. But the fact remakes that any production such as that of "Aida" given last evening by the San Francisco Opera Company at the Boston Opera House cannot fail to please. To all of those who live in this city, with the greatest of all times, the performance was excellent.

The appeal of Grand Opera is to us, who have not been privileged in having a generation or so, quite different. From the appeal which it has for us, but we would be under the fool's cap in order to say in words, "Hello"—they are the old habitues. So it would be useless to even try to impress this freshman with the "hello habit" of which we know little. We have not occurred over this rule, but still there is something very much lacking in our undergraduate contact which we believe the "hello habit" would completely cure in sufficient doses.
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Coach Dean spoke about the changes proposed extensions and new other engineers or architects. own designs or from designs of missions
drnelctric developments, trans.

Coach Dean speaks to large group of candidates at rally.

Hotel Kenmore Barber Shop 639 Commonwealth Ave.

WHERE TECH MEN GO To Barbers with a college cut.

STOKE & WEBSTER INCORPORATED

DESIGN steam power stations, hy- dro-electric developments, trans- mission lines, city and industrial e-wires, gas mains, industrial plants, ware-

CONSTRUCT actor from their own complete designs or from designs of other engineers or architects.

OPERATE public utility and in- dustrial companies.

REPORT on going concerns, pro- posed public utility companies and new proj-

FINANCE industrial and public util-

ity properties.

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

FRESHMAN ELEVEN GREATLY IMPROVED

Plays From Huddle Work Well

Under Directions of Coach Silva

After the way the fresh eleven out- placed the和技术 from Boston the ver-

day last Saturday afternoon it looked as though the practice was becoming a real football team. In sights of poor practice conditions Coach Frank Silva seems to have jacked up his men for the past week. Two weeks ago the fresh lost a game to New Bedford to the tune of 22-0. A week later they came back as a much stronger team. Evidently the boys are getting their stuff down better and putting it across with more -

week as last, the Tusfs freshmen will have anything but a pleasant visit here Saturday,

Chesterfield smokers don't change with the tides! 

...but watch how other smokers are changing to Chesterfield!

For the best of good reasons:

BETTER TASTE!
Investigation Among Students Reveals

Amazing Ignorance About Technology

Simple Statistics Concerning

Buildings Are Foreign To Undergraduates

Do you know that construction on the present dormitories at Tech was started in April of this year and that it took exactly three years to complete one of the six dormitories which house the students of the first Tech class? A quick investigation among students of the first three years showed the majority of them to be ignorant of the purpose of the various dormitories on campus.

For example, an average of approximately one hundred students in the first Tech class have never heard of the dorm "Class of '93." Among the dormitories not known to them are "Sorority House," and "Chapel of the Chosen Few." Even though the dormitories are prominently marked, some students have never seen them.

The most popular dormitory is "Fleming," which has been chosen as the "home" for Tech's future students. It is not generally known that the building was built as a memorial to the first Tech class. The dormitories are foreign to the students, and the purpose of the various dormitories is not understood.

President Warns Parents of Rules About Field Day

Emphasizes Fact That Expulsion Is Penalty For All Who Violate Rules

(Continued from Page 1)

In the world, Tommy? Tommy's cough got a lot of research. He was very well, but in men like Captain Noel it gets very big, but in men like Captain Noel it gets a lot of research. Material is classified in three classes: the primary class, which is under the control of the Military Department; the secondary class, which is under the control of the Personnel Bureau; and the tertiary class, which is under the control of the Student Body.

Huge Machines Used

Of the two thousand horsepower which powers the steam plant, one thousand horsepower is used for the boiler, and three hundred horsepower for the turbines. The steam which powers the turbines is produced in steam generators which are 30 feet in diameter and 100 feet long. The steam is then passed through the condenser and boiled down to water. The water is then passed through the turbine to generate electricity.

The four new buildings which are under construction will require an expenditure of a half a million dollars. The electrical equipment for the new buildings will cost an additional $100,000.

M.I.T. DEBATE TEAM THEIR FIRST MEETING

Radio Debate and Ten Others

On Year's Schedule

(Continued from Page 1)

The Tech Book List

(Continued from page 3)

THE TECH

NOTICES

FRESHMAN ATHLETICS

Members of the Freshman Class who wish to substitute athletics for Physical Training Classes must sign up at once in Room 33B, Walker Memorial Building. These men are also eligible to play intramural sports.

EDWARD J. McAVOY

Barber Shop

On Copley Plaza

Dr. Fred T. Reiss, Chiropodist

Cambridge, Mass

Athletic Equipment

Track

B.K.K.

SQUASH RACQUETS

Farnet Restaunt

HANNAH COOLES

University $150

Hallowe'en

at the

Copley-Plaza

Monday Oct. 31

SPECIAL MUSIC AND FAVORS - DANCING

Please telephone LORO Melrose 9000.

KENMORE $600 for reservations

Ten Dance Wednesday and Saturday afternoons 4:30 to 7

Ain't It a Grand and Glorious Feeling?

BY BRIGGS

WHEN you've bought a new car, the city regulations will do 70 miles an hour.

AND you take the ride out to see just what she will do.

AND when you're sailing along at 55 you see a CTP slowing you.

NOW IN GOIN' TO SEE HOW MUCH SPEED IT REALLY HAS

AND WHAT has it got to do with YOUR car?

AND YOU FULL UP TO THE SIDE OF THE ROAD WITH FEAR AND TREMBLING.

AND IF I GET OUT ON THIS FOR TWO TWENTY I'M LUCKY.

AND WHAT does he ask you is SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIFFERENT FROM WHAT you thought it was going to be?

AND WHAT does he say is SOMETHING COME DIFFERENT FROM WHAT you thought it was going to be?

AND WHERE are you AT?

AND WHEN you're out in the country where things are quiet, you are PERIODICALLY asked if you have any cigarettes.

AND WHEN you're friendly, and want to go.